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I. INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this paper is to discuss ways of computing forecasts of the 
aggregate [~I'ice level p that are consistent with given projections of the future 
levels of the money stock (M) and real output (y). The calculation of such price 
level forecasts becomes relevant now that many national authorities publish 
medium-term projectiona for the money supply. Since the ultima.te ;&n of 
monetary policy is to create stable inflationary expectations, it is vital to know 
which future path of thle price level is implied by any proposed path for the 
money stock. In this paper, no extraneous information will be used for the 
computation of the forecasts, apart from historic data for p, M, and y; the 
forecasts are based on a limited quantity of information. In a static world, 
therefore, it should not be hard to perform this particular problem in macro- 
economic forecasting. Qne could use an “off-line” statistical method, such as 
ordinary least squares or vector autoregression, to estimate the laws cf motion 
of p, M, and y and subsequently feed in projections for M and y to compute 
the corresponding values for p. The residual variance of the ex-post ” forecast ” 
errors would indicate the degree of precision with which genuine ex-ante km- 

casts could be made. 
How reievant the static version of this forecasting exercise remains in 

a variable worlgsl depends upon the way in which the econo,mic environment 
varies. To facilitate the distinctions between different types of changes, I shall 
first put forward an explicit model for p, M, and y ia the ne.xt section. of the 
paper. The modlel will consist of an inverted &emand for money function that 
connects prices to money and output, a dynamic single-equation model for M, 
and a similar model for y. The mode:1 wllll then be used in section III to illustrate 
the analysis of three types of events, zach of which implie; a break with the 

past. 
The first type of event is thait studied by Brunner, Clukiemm, 
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Melrzer ( 1980). lh lea4s to1 serially cornel&d forecast errors fix p but does not 

yet fofxe agents to rethink the model’ they have been using to corr.\pute the 

foxcas& TLe second and third types of events to be discussed require agents 

ing process for e forecasting i’or-mulas. l’hf: three 

LWWZS of events that will be treate paper far from exhaust all possible 

ways in which a break with the past might occu~r. I shall mention briefly ad- 

ditional radical changes of iregime and attempt to arg _.: why their consequences 

cannot be imlalysed witiin the context of cw simple model. 

In :sections IV and V of the palmer I make an attemgt taj sholw how 

Kzlmrtn filterhg methods can be used to model tile learning processes that: are 

associated with the types of events thii\t Izafz be anafysed with the model. 

Quarterly d;ita on money, real output, and :priees from five Western European 

countries cl~id the United States are useldl for the empirical work. Set tion IV 

shows how th,: Multi-State Kalman Filter (h@KF) can be used to simulate the 

way in whilzh agents learn about a restricted class of changes in the law of 

motion of ;P, exogenous variable. Sectio.n V is Concerned with the Recursive 

Prediction Error (RFEj method of And\:rson, Mljore, and I,jung th.at can be 

used to model a learning process regarding transitory and permanent shifts in 

the demand for money. Both the MSKF’ method and the RPE algorithm are 

“o~Gne” methods, so that the forecasts and the parameter values generated 

” TIP rarely e!x-ante and do not require any information from time periods that 

are yet to cime. The paper terminates with a brief conciuding section. 

IX. A THREE-VA IEL F 

Exhibit 1 gives the three-equation model that will be analysed in this 

p&per. The central equation of the model is equation (2j that uses an inverted 

demand for money function to connect the expected future price level in a 

closed economy with expected values of the money stock and the level of real 

output. (l-0$ is the income elasticity of the demand for money, and 8~ is 

minus the elasticity of the demand for zone!,1 with respect to the opportunity 

costs of holding money as measured by t/ii: expected rate of change of the price 

e expected real rate of ir!tere:;t wc:le co t, then ‘$7 coul 

represent the interest elasticity of the demand for do not deny that 

Ce fit of this inverted demand for money function over a histori 

values for interest rates in 

ould only make it more 

ults for assessing the 



date equations 

CbS%WitiOn equation 

auxiliary equations 

expec’ ptions 
* 

of exogenous 

variables 

P - the na%-al logarithm of the aggregate prke level 
M - the natural logarithm of the money stock 

Y - the natural logarithm of the level of real output 

A caret ” -” indicates the relative rate of growth cf a variable. 

01, 82, 04, 05, 86, 87 and tiM, $y are paran~ters; agents iearn about their 

optimal values as timt ;oes on. et is a serially unct brrelated error-term. 
a. 

projections of the price level, because our ability. to predict movements in real 

inierest rates is still limited. Therefore I have limited the information set in this 

model to data on money and output, past data on the price level and internally 

generated rational expectations of future rates of inflation. This information 

set can be appropriate for a model of a &se 

exchange rates: in an 

bion set that agents use to f0 

Equation (2) is an in 

the precise extent 



ties. Thus, many researrehers prefer to work with rates 

yI and ~3, since permanent shifts in ;le!ocity have a transitory 
the rat;: of change of brelocity. (see &oss+ r and Schiwert 

ments in favor of worI4ing with differemed data). 

i~cz~~~~ in terms crfg1rc~v~i4a rates makes the estimation 
CI efiects mu& inore difficult. To see this, assume, for example, 

that conne&s two vari: 

lated residual term 

dom walk: 

archer is unaware of the one period lag md mistikinglly re- 
tead of xt-lq he wih still olbt&n a consistent and unbiased 

&te of the true regression 4oefficient, Gnce 

q =X*“Ut’Vt 

e if the reFessiom is nrn dn first-difference form, then the coefficient 
1 if the lag is spccitied l:onx:ctly. A regression of L\Yt on the 

eons change in x, Axt, will produce a regression coefficient that 

AJ? = aAx* + Vt_1 + iut - Lit-1 

d for money, we are often confronted with 
ne time: permanent shifts of unknown magnitude and 

:J if’ it is specified in terms elf levels, 
wm respect to time lags that makes 

iLr difft:renced data.. With the Recursive Prediction Error 
low we xe able to tvork with levels, because 
el can inlzor~>orz:te pefrananent shifts that may 



h the inverted demand for money function. Og represents a trend temi ;%bout 

lrr&ich agents learn as time goes on. The term &+&l indicates whether th.e 

c;::xljected path of velocity is incomz dependent. If 05 equals 0, then the elasticity 

r:)f the expected demand for real balances with mspect to expected real income 
is unity. The fiial term in equation (1 )I, 84et, has to be seen in connection with 

k: error term in equation (3). It shows which proportion of the unexplained 
surprises in the p&e level is relevant for the prediction of next period’s fs. k,e 
*level. 

Together, equations ( 1) =d (2) .are the “state equatinns” in our model. 
Thley indicate the movement CJf the unobservable vaziables CT+ 1 and p:.+ 1. 

An anchor is provided by equation (3), which is called an “observation equation” 
lin the terminology of Kalman filtering. This equation shows how the observed 

mh.~ of the current price level p, is related to the expectation p$ that was 

<Formed at the encE 0 hr’ ;mk~~rs periold.. Part of the discrepancy can be ex- 

,plained by thy currec% surprises in the ttvo exogenous variables of the model: 

Ukft -Mfj a;fld Ott - $h et represents that portion of ut - p:> which cannot be 

1i:xplained by these two variables. 
Our mode1 does not explore the interconnections betwe!en current 

~rprises in money, output, ar,d all the relevant opportunity costs in the demand 
Iror money. Therefore it is impossible to deduce on theoretical grounds lthe 

:ii’;gm of the coefficients of 1)1f -i@ and y - ~8 in equation (3). If the predominant 
r:i’ftct of an unanticipated monetary surprise is to shift the aggregate demand 
!:urve outward in an aggregate p - y diagram, then such a surprise raises both 
ou.tprdt and prices beyond their expected, values, and the sign of 81 should be 

positive. If, however, the expectational errors (Q - &) are primarily caused by 

unforeseen changes in productivity, these should be represented by unforeseen 

shifts of the aggregative supplycurve along the aggregative demand-curve and the 
coefficient of a-, -y: should be negative. 01 and 82 do not have an interpretation 

as elasticities and do not shed light upon the nature of the kansmission process. 

‘Tlhe observation equation has been extended with terms in (44, - 6) a.nd :V -Y,) 

only to sharpen the estimates, of the state varrzble p: ad the parametfrf: 05, 

(16, e7, and 6t4 in the state ec:luiAiom. Tk discrepancies @ ~1 - pi& 1) se ahe 

;in;d nlmsure of the u ,.et;llnes;s of t?ris model in predicting future price le\Jels; 
residual:; of the observation equation Ed serve 40 steer the f=volutiQn of’ the 

state variables and the parameters. Details of the computational procedure sre 

given in section W below. 
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ke * gmw~h mlm of M Witi y . Levei:~ of variables8 are used in 
tkx~ equ.ation that l/ue to bc estimated 

Since thts univariate models for 
*l:lwth rates of tlxse variables (equations 

and (5) are neel jed to connect the two. 
rtion of expectations with1 respect 

wth. ‘This particular type of timpIe error- 
rates; of M and ;V follow an 

ow, the Multi-State Kahn:an 
us ta karn about ‘rhe current value of the stalte variabl.es 

&NVS for I~=-~M&I~ with respect to the: parameter 

r, the methcrd allows for the values of II)M and $ 

itude of’ the current error fi - ‘cif and 5, - $. 

e with situations in lwhich small 

o~~~~ growth or clutput grcswth have to be incorporated 
ed fukrre growth rates (3 close 

ptionatty large prediction errors that might cxcur 
e expected growth rates, ‘being 

el in Exhibit I shows, the problem of forming 
t the two input variables dii and i is considered prior to the 

uting c;ptimaJ forecast!; of the expected future price ‘level. A.n 
to compute forecasts of the input variabies 

of the endogenous variables of the model.. I have not 
so would viakate to some extxnt 
ut variables. The problem to be 
rice levels for given project:l.ons 

%is setting dol:s not allow for feedback from pricz:s to 
tions of future money grolwth 

simultaneous multivariate 

al’1 assume that economic agents are aware 
6, 6;. ancD the paritine- 

are also aware of’ the 

arICe in 



the c:rro.r term et’ They die not &ossess ;imy insight i.nto the future plans of the 

rnomtary authorities, tilnd all the new infc:lrmation they get is limited to the 
amrent vah~~s of’ p, Al, and y. Consequenrtly, they can learn only about any 
chmlges that may havIe occurred through deductig theb nature from the patterns 
over time of the predic:ltion errors fit - $ and j$ - >T and the mlodel errors et. 

Within the con text of our simple m odzl, the following three types of 
unexpected events can be profitaMy studied: 

1. A purely tempwary change in tiFre miktwe of transitory alrd permanent 
shocks that dewmine the evolution Qf &It and/or jt. 

2. A permanent change in the rerilative importance of the itrmsitoiy and 
permanenr shot:ks that govern the behavior of fit and/or j,, 

3. A permanent change in the &ative importance of temporary and 
pwmanen t shi,Q in the inverted demand for money func,tion, equation 
(;t). 

These threie types of eNvents will be studied in some detail, and the empirical 
work in sections IV and V twill show how the learning processes necessitated 
by these events can be modelled. The: present section will conclude with a 
brief discussion of some radical types of events, such as the mdney supply 
process getting into a “h@her gear,” or a qualitative change in the inflationary 

process. Such events ;;m frequently dikuslsed in the literature; for example, 
in connection with the dynamic stability of the demand for money, bu,t I shall 
argue: that they am o-!Jt of bounds within the context of the present model, 
because they would inivolve a learning process that requires changes not OIJ~ 
in the value of the parameters but also,) in the specifica\tion of the demand for 

money function. 

A purely temiporary change in the mixtwe of transitory and permanent 
shocks that detemims the evolution c;ikf fit and$r >t This type of event is 

when writing the ARIMA (0, 1, 1) #model in the Kalman filter waq’: 

,t are m~lltually indepere *dent and serially uncorrelated error terms. 
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expected growth-rate of money moves as a pure random wak over time. 
Equation (9) is the observation equi.1 tion that shows how the actu il growth-rate 
of money anchors the expecta’uonal values. he connection bet w ?en equations 

(83 and (9) with the first order molving av ge model becomes clear wh:;n we 

shift equation (9) one period backwas’ds ant btract the result from the original 

equatii;n (9). We get: 

wo 

It follows from equation (10) th.st the autocorrelation function (MY) of 

AM, must be zero for all lags greater thaL[l one. The corresponding time series 

model, therefore, must be the first order nloving average model: 

Ah&=(l-$Bbt (11) 

here, $J is a constant moving average parzneter and the dtt arc the noi:5I:s that 

drive this time series model. Box and Jenkins (1970, 122-I 2!5) show how a 

rompa [isan of the ACFs of (10: and (1 1) results in an equation express \,g the 

value of + as a function of the varia;lces of l:kt,t and rl~r,~. 

As long as the ratio of the variances of eM,t and qM,t lloes not 1 hange, 

both the Box-Jenkins model (11) and tt-!(: Kalman filter mcldel (8) ,l:ild (9) 

produce serially uncorntlated errors. Assurr,~: now that there is a purely tempo- 

rary devia.tion from the usual pattealls of tke shocks. A ,useful example w l:Itild be 

the simultaneous occurrence of an exceptionally large va.lue for thle pernanent 

shock q, and a zero vaPue for the transitory shock E, after v, hiclh both noise 

:errns return to normal, This particular case of a temporary abelration is studied 

extensively by Brunner!, Cukierman and Meltzer (1980) within the c;lPlte:xt of a 

modei th,at incorporates more markets th;~~ the one-Imarket model of !llection 
11 but is constructed out of uild.ing blocks similar to those 1 have employed. 



Bn Inner, Cukie 
atc:d errors: 

le event gives rise to a series of corre- 

ence of ex post serial cc rrelation in rz p~~rti~u~ar sample 
mat el&Jence of mefficiefiir use of infomflation. Rational 

agents, looking back on the ,oeriod, jhd support for the hy- 
po thesis that a large p .tnent s42ock occurred but was 
misperceli’ved at the time. ( 

rmner, Cukieman, and Meltzer shop how an unavoidable confusion between 
trensitory and pemsnent shocks helps to explain why real wages appear to be 
“sicky,” and wh:!r a single unexpectea I event that is misinte reted by econctmic 

agmts can lead to a lengthy period d .lring which the actual unemployment :ate 

the natural rate. 
A learrkg process t&es pla:e, of course, with respect to the correct 

ue of the end :riying, permantnt ,.:rowth-rate of the money stock I$. HOW- 

ever, as long as uhe event described :,bove occurs in isolation., there is no r-lee31 

fils agents tlJ update their estimate of the moving alverage parameter $. OnI~ 

if ahe frequency with which this typr of event occurs increases will agents hav: 

tc revise their &mates of the varier :e of the permanent shocks and will their 

es timate of I) cl’ange accordingly. B .lt then we have reached the next itern on 

ou: agenda: an event that permanently alters agents’ perception of the labs of 

mcbtion for zn exc’)genous variable. 

A pernwnent change in the rela +ive pm-tame of the transitory a-nd 

ptmanent shock; that govern the beP!avior of amUor&. This second type of 

chnge can occur in at least three way i: 

.F’ir::t, it is possible that age& perceive that the variant e of their fore- 

czl!,t errors in predicting the growth-rates of money and/or output has incre tased; 

swond, they ma-:/ have doubts about the pure 

elf the first type described above and therefo 

b. :ities rega.;ding t e expected futun: va 

fk d that their (‘~-rent est 

v;+lre for this pai 



can stil! describe the Bcgws of motion ofI&. and J$; i,!: iis only the variances of the 

~ansitory and/or permanent noisles tha ‘ hwe vharn ged. As a consequlence, one 

!,mportant prape~ty of thk yalr’tkular time series nlodel has been preserve& 
nameby, the fact that there is a constant te structure of expectations for 
md ;“C* I’t follows that a constant tern str~~ure sf expectations for 67 is also 

preserved (see omhoff, 198Oj. Agents are unable to foEsee any changes in the 

expected rates of growth gf mon 
This feature of a flat te expec tat~~ns leads 

to important and welcome s~mp~i~~ations L t r money functions. 
km theory the cuxlrent deman 
pected rate of price change 
et+1 and t-+2, between peri 
1972, 1974). *Hith a constatlt 

of expectational variables co1 

P;+lB Th~.s; we can limit the substitution margin in the dexriand for money 

filncticp to jut the expeckc”r rate of change of prices between the current and 

next gerk~;!, a;rld it is oniy this single term that has been included in our inverted 
&mand for m o~rey e quation (2). 

The sNpecific:ation of the inverted demand for money function remains 
the same, bul an ellerlt of this second type will affect the magnit!!de of the 

estimated pammeters, both in equ,ation (2) for the expected values of the price 
level and in equation (3) for the olffereq 3 betwee;: expected a.?d actual price 

levels. As a matter o>f princi$e, it should be possible to deduce the change. iv 
these coefficients fron; kc changes in the stochastic processes for I& and of 

_$. One WC&~ have t0 formalvze the appropriate intertemporal maxikxation 

qrob!em and to vkw the parameters that gov~~ the law of motion of the 
ex0genc*_Is varkbles as constraints upon this optimization problem. VW:in this 

COllkX", %e der!ilLqd for *.+~y function would have the status of a lower-level 
“dec%isn rule” (S;rgti-;it, .Pk X 1, and it shotifd - ia theory - be possible to deduce 

the para%ekrs of the dIemaw; for mo~cy as functions of the parameters of 

pr&rences, technologies, and coristraints in the titertemporal maximizaticun 

;Lhr the present state of” the art, i4 is feasible to perform exercises “n 
native statics with stochastic equilibrium mod&, but it does not yet seem 
g to sijnuiate the learning process that must occur during the transition 

o~:e state a0 an tker (see Sargent, 11%st, tor the _UZNXH y Ilearning is 

to ~~~~~~~~~te ilibrium models). owever con- 

v~~~e~t it may be fo tical reasons to abstract from 

ti le for economic reasons to into 



e shows that the. *e is 

c&ion of equations (2) and (3) remains correct; .’ -~~~~~ticular, the restriction 
of the term strurture of inflationary expectatirf* ’ the single term ST,,. 

Events of this second type are thus zJmksible with4 e context of the model, 

A ~Y)emanent change iv the reliative importance of the temporary and 
pemanent &;hifts iti the inverted demand for mmey function, equation (2). 

It is unavoidable in empirical .macroeconomics that not all factors determining 
the movements of a macroeconomic 1 triable can Se modelled satisfactorily. 
The demand for money, for example, is influenced bv changing payment habits 
and by technological developments in the financial se:toF;., but it is far from easy 
to find quantitative time series data that represent these developments well. 

The researcher has to take recourse in less-than-perfect proxy variables, or he 
has to assume that the constant term md/or any deterministic trend terms in 
his model will serve as stand-ins for the omitted variables. 

Assume, for instance, that one wishes to explain va 

quantitative data are available for two important exogenous i 

x2. All other factors that influence y have been su ed the constant te 
4 

4: and a linea:* deterministic trend t, so hat the researcher est 

regression equation:. 



constant term c is treated as just one more parameter, namely, the coefficient 

of a fictitious variable that takes on the value 1 at a:i times. e role of c, 

however, is to &ml in for all the nonspecifled influences oa sip, and, therefore, 

it wouId more appropriate if c were regarded as an unobservable exogenous 
variable. Proceeding further, a natural assumption wsuld be that the time 

series behavior of c is similar to that of the observed exogenous variables q 

and x2. If, for example, XI and x2 are nonstationary time series, then it would 

seem logical to assume that the un~%ervable exogenous influences proxied by 
c are nonstationary also. 

The Recursive Prediction Error algorithm is capable of estimating both 
the values of regression parameters, such as al ) a2 and as, and of producing 

an estim;!te of the current positions of one or more unobservable variables 
such as c. The time series properties of the “constant term” can be spesified to 
conform either with the time series properties of the observable exogenous 
variables, or to agree with the researcher’s prior notions of the evolution over 
time of the unobservable variables that c is meant to represent. I-Iere I have 
modelled CM “constant term” as a random walk, augmented with a trend term 
plus a term that allows for an influence of the expected increase in real income: 

The RPE algorithm provides recursive estimates of 64, 65, and 96 that reflect 

ongoing learning about the correct values of these parameters. 84 indicates 

the relative weights of the tran 234c,-;r and permanent shifts in expected velocity 
that are not explained by yT+ 1 and $+l . If 84 is zero, than any current 

inexplicable errors in predicting the price level pt are of a purely temporary 
nature and do not lead to adjustments in the predictions of future price levels. 
If 04 is equal to 1, then the error in the obsewation equation et is incorporated 

fully into the path of expected future price levels. With 64 > 1 the e?-rGTs et 

lead to Marc than proportional corrections for pT+ 1. ’ 

ust as in the case of type 2, changes in the estimate1 value 8 

anied by changes 
ut, since the change is. not 

remains a pure random 

), arid, (3) should 

lie v 

in the other coefficients of equations (2) and (3). 
0%‘ a qualitative rratwe - 

walk plus trena - the original .r~eci;glcaGan of 

still be correct. nly if the time series process for 
ifc; t over time - woulel it become 

to 
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necessary to to first p ciples to investigate whether t s of 
equations (2) and (3) were still correct or whether the ~t~r~er~~po~a~ maxi- 
mization problem that underlies the decision rule for money ho 
require a different specification for the demand for money. k learning process 
with respect to 84 is not such a break with the past that it would require a 

different demand for money function and is, therefore, admissible within our 
model. Changes in 84 are accompanied by changes in 8 1, 02, 85, 84, and8 7; 

once again the cross-equation restrictions emphasized by Sargent and others 
have not been imposed because these are not suitable in a context of learning. 

The demand for money function is - in the terminology of Lucas arae 
Sar~gen t - a “decision rule, ” derivable at least in principle from some higher-level 
intertemporal maximization problem. The specification or” this decision rule 
already tells us much about the constraints under which economic agents maxi- 
mize their utility. If, for example, consumers live in constant fear of hyper- 
inflation, then their demand for money holdings would depend not cnly on the 
expected rate of inflation in the immediate future, ?F+l, but also on a whole 

string of expecktions with respect to the price level in later periods. As soon as 
a researcher decides to limit the term structure of expectations in the demand- 
for-money function to just the expected rate of inflation between now and the 
next period, he has implicitly decided already that agents base their decisisns 

OHI a term structure of inflationary expectations that can be represented by the 
single expectation, $+ l \ Having opted for that particularly simple form of the 

demand for money, the analyst has to abstain, in my opinion, from certain 
thought experiments, such as what would happen if agents came to expect a 
long-term systematic acceleration in the money supply or agents became fearffll 

of a self-propelling hyperinflation (see Bomhoff, 1980, Chapter 5). If the pior 
probability of such events were different from zero, then one coul 

should contain a more co 
The intertemporal 



and is incompatible also with specukltisn a out self$ropelllng take-offs into 
hyperinflation. 

IV. s 

!Zxpecta~t:ions of the growth rates of the two exogenous variables M 
and y have been comput~ed using Kahnan FYters mdb the auxiliary equatio;ls 
(4) mdl (5) of the model in Exhibit I subsequently connect these expected 
g~~wtk ,~U&LY to es6pected future /@a e& o.f the money stock and real output that 
are needed for the state and observation equations of the mod&. The expected 
growth rates iIre, ,tfs is cushxmary with Kalrnan filtering, determined recursively; 
the forecasts for p::riocl 8 are computed without using in any way the realizations 
of the time series for periods tt P and beyond. In this respect Kalman filter 
methods are c~mparabIe to meihods such as adaptive expectations with a 
fixed coefficient or to moving average methods. AJl si.-tch “on+le” algorithms 
imitate the actu:al formation of forecasts by economic agents - wl~o have to 
base their predictions on the past and cannot make USC of future obsesbrations - 
better than “off-line” m&hods such as autoregressi’re least-squarea or BOX- 

Jenkins mod& that use dala from the complete sample period. 
The so-called Ma~l+State-Kalman filter (MSKF’) (Harrison and Stevens, 

197 1, 1976) goes beyond other “on-Iine” methods, since it allows for fccdbiick 
from the data to the forel:asting atgorithn. A number of separrlte fixed filters 

are applied to the dat:Il, and the forecasts are computed as a weighted average 
of tht forccasts from 1:he individual filters, with weights that are adjusted over 
time according to the success of each separate filter over the recent past. The 
composite forecasts thc:refore are both recursively determined and adapt to new 
information about the law of motion of the exogenous variable: The MSKF- 
method can cope with changes over time in the probability mixture of perma- 
nent and transitory sh\xks. Brunner et al (1980), Mcltzer (1981) and Cukierman 

zer (19&l) have emphasized the relevance of the simultaneous OC- 



l!m?- Iv 
1969= I 

XI 

Iv 
1970- I 

II 
MI 
w 

1971. I 
II 
III 
Iv 

19720 I 
II 
Irn 
Iv 

1973 - II 
II 
III 
Iv 

1974-J I 
II 
III 
Iv 

19759 I 
II 

Ii’.1 1 3.13 
2 a2 2.76 
LS3 2.50 
1.85 2.44 
a24 2.27 
1.43 2.10 
2.82 1.97 
2.77 230 
5.13 2.48 
458 2.62 
4.22 4.38 
3.89 4.62 
4.24 4.28 
3.75 4.26 
5.02 4.12 
4.98 437 
3.84 4.53 
0.93 431 
4.84 2.75 
2s 435 
3.86 4.011 
3.75 3.99 
434 3.93 
2.26 4.011 
4.68 3.67 
3.65 3.94 
2.79 3S8 

-1.02 
74 
18 

-0.59 
-2.04 
-0.66 
0.86 
8.47 
2.65 
1.96 

-0.116 
8.72 
a.03 
-0.51 
0.90 
0.61 

-0.70 
-3.38 
2.09 
-139 
-0.15 
-0.24 
0.40 

-1.74 
1.01 

-0.29 
-1.10 

3 
9.9 
6.7 
905 
93 
8,9 
4-9 

10.4 
8.2 
8.2 

12.5 
13.9 
12.9 
13.7 
95 

15.1 
10.1 
15s 
13.1 
10.7 
11.0 
1 I.;! 
B i ,O 
9.6 
6.7 
73 
7s 

883 
85.5 
85.7 

.l 

.I 
94.6 
86.8 
86.8 
82.5 
81.1 
82.1 
81.3 
855 
79.9 
84.9 
795 
81.9 
843 
84.0 

.8 

.O 
85.4 
88.3 
87.7 
875 

.I 

.4 
03 
0.3 
0.4 
.l 
.I 

0.2 
0.2 
3.5 
1.6 
3*0 
2.6 
3.7 
2.4 
2.8 
2.5 
2.8 
0.2 
0.7 
0.5 
0.6 
0.6 
0,5 
0..4 
0.4 
0.4 

4.7 
4.7 
46 

.9 

.9 

.8 

.8 
11.5 
3, 
2*0 
2.4 
2.3 
2.0 
2.2 
2.5 
2.2 
4.8 
4.3 
4s 
4.4 
4.4 
4.5 
4.6 
4.6 
4.6 



in Table 1 shows the openation of the method at a time when any transient 

influences from the i;nitia.lization conditions have &appeared. 
The secontil column shows the ex ected growth rates as calcuiated 

with the filter, antdi column three indicates the resulting forecast errors, The 
predictior~ are we:i,ghted averages of four disti 

model can be written in the form of equations (8) and 

fon3casting models, Ekh 

M, = M,t-1 + qM,t 

The models differ in the values that have been assumed for the variances of 

EM t and 
D 

?jM f. The firs1 two of these four models are appropriate to “normsl” 
* 

situations; the rems.ining two models are designed to deal with outlier ~tu~~ions. 
The following valu1=s have been assumed for the variances of e and r~ in the 

four Malman filters: 

The first column -indicates the V&NV LX the parameter JI in the corre- 

sponding AWIMA (0, 1 t 1) model; 

I have asumed that t 

variance of the 
variance has beer.C~‘$E,lcnal 
the Elative var 
van;ance Qf “t 

ilitrate of 

Appendix A gives further details a%out +b!e cdmputati 
expec tat-ions with the MSKF method. 

The final four c:olumns of Table 1 indicate the p 
the four different simyle Kalma filters as they are reco 
after the observation of’ that period’s growth-rate of the 
priors have been, constraine so that the sum of the prior proba 

“nomal” modeis is constant at c;h leaves a 57~ ~r~~a~i~~~~ for the two 
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Table indicate, &r exampfe, 

r will prove to be 

: the prior ~~~babi~jti~~ of the 

e foreeast for 197 E I confirms 

t~rn~~~ then pel ?nanent, srnee less 
into the expected 

was of a permanent nature, and thus rhe 

the far 1973 11, when it is assumed 

r normal-&cd errors, 
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Table 2 

Residuals of the Univariate Ma&h 

Money 

RMgium 
France 
GerWEllly 
IMY 
Netkbds 
USA 

1.54 196 2.21 152 1.77 
1.%3 132 1.16 1.02 1.15 
L82 2.13 1.91 I.55 1982 
1.111 1.41 1.65 1.06 139 
2.,09 2,23 2.23 1.82 139 
CC50 0852 O&2 0.41 053 

1.45 2.12 1.42 134 1.40 
8.46 1.67 1.40 1.28 134 
135 1.53 1.21 a.20 1.19 
1.83 225 1.66 132 1.64 
1.89 2.83 1.78 1.77 1.77 
l.QO 0.15 1.11 0.90 038 
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hita on the levels 

owth-Rite is that c 
for deiails a the 

k at the latest two 
pdatecf, SO that the first expsted 

Table 8 below. 

the first part of the period, the ex ectatiions are influenced 
which the Prior probabilities are set initially and by the initial 

1 IM~UXX? of the process, In 
filters are initialized automatically and in an identical w 

(see Bomhoff and Kortweg, forthcoming 1983, appendix 2, for details). The 
initial estimate of the normal variance of the process contain, r an ex-post ele- 
merit, since it is based on the first ten observations. 

k~ order to minimize the transient effects of the manner in which the 
filter is initiahzed, I have disregarded the first five years of the resulting series 
for the expf:cred growth-rates when computing the standard errors of the fore- 
casts in the first column of Table 2. The numbers in all the remaining columns 
of the Tabk: refer ako to the fmal 49 observations of the sample. Columns 2 
a_yd 3 show the ex-ante errors of two simple naive models: column 2 shows the 
errors made INhen the last observed value for the growth-rate is taken as the 
expectation lbr hhz next period, and column three shows the errors made if 
one uses the mean of the first 22 observations as an estimate of the growth- 
rates for the remaining ~9 periods. Column four shows the ex-post residual 
errors of an ordinary least squares regression, estimated over the whole sample 
period, :n which the growth-rates of money and output are regressed on a 
constant term plus their own growth rates, lagged l-6 periods. The final column 
of Tabh: two shows the root mean square error of a naive ex-post model that 
puts each e:;pected growth rate equal to the mean growth rate over the period 
uader ~ve:s~igation. ‘The Table shows that our version of the MSKF’ filter pro- 

duces fP;~~\sonable forecasts for the growth-rates of the rn3nw supply in the six 
count&s, The hE$KF algorithm leads both ex-ante naive: models and performs 

roughly ar we/l as thr: ex-post naive model. 
16:s~ saM$,r;tory are the results of t e six series of the owth-rates 

of rt=d output. One way to improve the results might be to construct multi- 
variate expectations of the growth-rate of real output that incorporate explicitly 

one or more of the dete 
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Clemens J.M. Kool and I are currently working on these problems. We 
also plan to investigate whether one additional “level” (Jacobs and Jones, 1980) 
needs to be incorporated in the alman filter models. We presently limit the 
types of shocks to transitory and permanent shifts in the growth-rates, but it 
ma;r be necessary ‘to allow for transitory shocks to the level of the series. ore 
experiments are needed to determine the ideal form of the PlSKF algorithm 
for macroeconomic forecasting; the effort should be worthwhile, since the 
MS.KF meth.od produces forecasts that (1) are purely ex-ante, (2; incorporate 
a learning mechanism, and (3) can deal with situations in which most small 
shocks are transitory and most large shocks permanent, or vice ve:fsa. 

v. LE, ING ABOUT VE ITY E-ALGO 

In this section 1 discuss the way in which expected future values of ahe 
price level are computed for gken expectations of future levels of the money 
supply and real output. The estimates are made recursively, and predictions 
are thus purely ex-ante. In the course of each period t agents discover the 
current values of the money supply, the level of real output, and the price level. 
A fraction of the ex-ipost prediction error, which they now know was made 
when predicting the price level pt, can be assigned to the prediction errors in 

the two exogenous variables: (Mt - MT) and (JJ, -$). The remaining unexplained 

part of the prediction error is called et (ree equzltjon (3) in section II above). 

Each non-zero value for ftt leads to adaptations of the current va\ues of the 

parameters of the model. The adjusted values of the paranseters $,02,84,85, 

BgC and 6 7 are used to compute a forecast for t-+ I. that is based ASO on the 

expectations at timI: t of the levels of money md output in tha.t: next period 
(Mi+, I , y;+ Q. The prediction is made with the two state Pquations from the 

model, equations (I ) and (2): 

The ex-an te predk tion error p t+ I - pF+ 1 is a mzzsure of the success of the 

in die a,* rice lek e!s. owever, it is the ex-posd residual e’t from 

vation equation that k Itsed to steer the evolution of the ode1 paran Aers over 
me: 



ke ast squares regression : 

over the period 1961 II’ - 1966 P in order to find initial estimates of 8 1, 

8,@ and c. The initial variances of 8 l, e 2, and e6 a taken also from this least 

squares regression. 84 is initialized at ;i value of 1 .O with a Stan 

0.5; 85 has an initial v&le of zero with an initial standar 

87 has been initiaiized both at 0.0 and a Ii 0.19, the latter value bei 

interest elasticity of tht demand-for-rnmey functions estimated by Den Butter 
and Fase for the five countries under review. In bot 
of 87 has been initialized at 0.095. As the starting 

effect on the results, I report only on the estimates t 

0 for e7. 
The covariance terms 

zero. In the course of 

starts at 1943 II 



IV. All error statistics hiivc been computed over the period ?X% 
1978 IV, during which the algosithm gmemftes purely e> -ante fczrecasts. 

Table 3 slzow!i how the parameter5 05, 01, $2, andO, cb2ge between 

the starthg points of the E algorithlm a&Id the final yea 0”;‘ the estimation. 
Printed below eat is the square root of W carresponding element 

on the main diagonal of r~.tri;i 2, the inverse of the Information Matrix 

(see t nderson and Moore, 1979). The numbers in the Table can thus serve 

to indicate the degree of variability of the estimated parameters. Some note- 
worthy features of this Table are: 

The final estimates for the coefficients of (Mt - q) and (Q - $ 

are closer together than he initial estimates. Apparently there are similarities 
between the six countries that are not captured by the initial least squares 
estimates but become visible as learning proceeds. 

The coefficient of $& turns negative for all six countries if jYi+2 

is measured as: 

I 

which is the original specificaticns of the model. The coefficient 87 is sometimes 

positive and generally insignifiaant if fi7+2 is measured over a 4-quarter span 

and proGed by: 

II 

Po:sibly these results te’! us something about the difference between the short- 

effect and the longer-run inflationary effect of a surge in money 
rr:tation is hazardous, both because of the presence of 

the observation equations .and because the! model does 

me real rate of interest. 



COllntty 
.-I_ 

Be1 @urn 

Fra nce 

Germany 

Netherhds 

U.S.A. 

-.- 
1978~ 

-0.0567 
(0.11387) 

OS62 
(0.1280) 

0.0733 
(0.1051) 

a.0036 
(OJ319) 

uM91 
(0.1328) 

0.1129 
(0.1063) 

ble 3 

e --- 
StUt 

--(I 

0.4007 
(03 0721 

II- 

1,97 

0.4936 

0.8542 
(065%) 

0.4953 
(0.1107) 

0.4822 0.6071 
(0.2360) (0.0743) 

0.0232 0.3466 
(0.4327) (0.1316) 

0.8337 0.5023 
(0.3746) (0.1149) 

0.6328 
(0.4222) 

0.5756 
(0.1903) 

e 
I- 

start 

0.9994 
(0.2229) 

0.8160 
(03352) 

0.5416 
(OJ.003) 

1.5563 
(OA328) 

0.9493 
(0.1513) 

1.0505 
(0.2420) 

19780 
_- 

0.5080 
(O.ll30) 

0.5089 
(0.1194) 

0.6843 
(0.0913) 

0.55 14 
(0.1164) 
I- 

coeff. ofpt_q 
e7 -- m- 



COUlltrJl 1966-I 1971-l 1973-m 19761 1978~III 

Belgium 0.32 030 031 030 0.29 0.28 
(0.08) 

France -0.58 4).58 a56 -858 a59 -0.59 
(0.10) 

GiWkltUln:? 037 036 036 035 035 035 
(0.05) 

IMY a31 a32 XL33 -0.35 -035 a.36 
(0.09) 

Nctherla Rds 0.80 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.75 0.74 
(0.11) 

U.S.A. 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 

(0.04) 

Note: all entries have been multiplied by 100 

Table 5 

e Evolutiion of the Yhn&mt Term” ce 

I--_- 
--_- -; A- == == 

c:xlntr) 1966-l 1971 ! 1973-m 1976-I f 978-W 

Bt?lgiWlI 5.399 5.359 5.%1 s 5.224 5.112 5.015 

f-rance 5.408 5.360 5,398 5.290 5.2G9 ,5.200 

C*erma ny 6.128 6.013 6.064 5.955 6.081 5.987 

4.887 4.795 4,768 4.637 4.5&t 4.546 

5.710 5.71 I 5.736 !ti.812 5.716 5.679 

11 .%A. 6.160 6.241 6336 6.435 
~~~~~~ I--m~-.“mmw.~P~-~s.~*~~~ e- cs 



the “constant” term is an unobservable state variable that does not corlverge 

to a final value but continues to behave like a random-walk-plus trend. 
Table 6 shows the evolution of parameter 04. The activity of this 

parameter relates to the third type of change discussed in section III above. 
The final value of the parameter differs considerably from its initjlal value for 
Belgium and Germany, which indicates that it is worthwhile to incorporate a 
learning mechanism about the relative importance of transitory and permanent 

shocks to the demand for money. 

Table 7 shows the prediction errors of the IWE algorithm and compares 
the errors to the standanl errors of two naive models for predicting the price 

level: 

Pf = Pt..] + Cp,] -Pt_2) \ 

Part I of the Table gives summary statistics for the two naive jnodels. Part II 
indicates the: forecast errors of the model that was used also in Tables 3 through 
6. On average, the errors are 1% times as large as those of the best naive model: 
pf - pt_l = pt_l -p t_,2. This shows that the relationship between the money stock 

and the price level, although primarily a phenomenon that is relevant in the 
longer-run, is nevertheless useful for vevy-short-run foiecasts and not that much 
poorer than forecasts that exploit the inertia in the actually ol~se~rued rate of 
change of the price level. 

Parts 11. - V of Table 7 provide information about the marl;$naI contri- 
butions of i) - j” and ir - fi’ to the forecasts of pt+l . A comparison between 

parts III and IV shows tlhat knowledge about ii? - J?’ is more valuable for the 
inflation forecasts than infonmation about j - ve. The final part VI of Table 7 

gives the errors made if t!he expected rate of inflation is proxied by pTjm2 ‘P,~ 

insteaci of 4x [r:+#? -p>_l ] as in parts II-V. 

The Tablii shows the average ’ e of the one-period-ahea 

ducect by applying the state equatio 
for money and output, then the model can be used also to generatr multi- 

period predictions for the price level. Th 



Lld)l 1 .OW! 1 Z’!48 135#2 1JOS II ,232 
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Mm8 .!I :I 2! 1.3 $1 I .32Q 1 A’189 La4113 
(0 ,127J 

1.1139 a.065 1-E 3)8 1 .o!n 1.1155 1,367 
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ble 7 

I 

Robust estimaSs of the 
star&Yd error (‘4-Q) 

RINSE &P-P.~) 

Robust estirmate of the 
s.mdmd error A(pq~) 

II JE state eqjuation @-pell 
Robust e&mate of the 
standazd error @-Pel 

IPI RMBE state equation (P-pel 
Robust estimate of the 
standard error cp-pe,, 

N RlWW Wte eqwtion @ -pelr 
Rokusz estimate of the 
Staaldard error ti+? 

V lotatc equation c/3-P? 
t estiuate of the 

standard error Wpe) 

VI state equation (P-P? 
0 estinwte of <tie 

standraxd fYror W-P4 
--I-_- 

1 : two naive models 
: complete modd 
: wmout r: -j” 

Iv : wil.hout M -ike _ 

1.129 
1.462 

2.000 

1.821 1.11 
1.826 

2,053 

I.958 2‘655 1.791 3.5d 8 

1.784 0.863 0.914 I.019 

1.382 

I.973 

2.161 

2.144 

2.4150 

a,55 11 

3.11 

2,7EQ 

3,383 

I.967 

2.158 

0.7% 

1.085 

1.120 

1.314 

3.626 

I SDS 

1 a678 

1.656 

1.656 

1 .lOS 

1.182 

1.007 

1.379 1.580 

1.401 

1.818 

1.616 

1.690 

1.979 .69S 

2,135 1.763 

2.148 

2391 

1.911 

1.748 

1.553 

1.6 

2APB7 0503 
II .893 0.998 

2.0133 1.526 

.6711 

1.584 

2.001 

0.437 

1.700 

II .667 

Ii ,947 

1!.649 

!!.4I7 

2!.534 

2.888 

3.139 

0.436 

0.65 H 

0.684 

0.8 

0.?33 

0.857 

1.007 

0.904 

0.988 

0.687 

0.746 

v : 
VI : tion. 

Note: Ail em~tries have been 



suming equality between the RINSES of the state and observation equations, 
plus ;I value of one for the parameter 84, which is about average for the six 

countries, we can compute a rough estimate of the standard ezrcr in a n-period- 

a.head-prediction with the help of the formula: 

If, for *example, the residual errors of the one-;seriod-ahead predictions are 
about 1 S percent - as is roughly the situation for the five European countries 
studied - and if we assume that projections for M and y it’:e available for the next 
three years, then the estimated standard error of the ccrresponding price level 

three years from today would be: 

1.5 4Ji5 5 percent 

T1.e residual errors in the United States are considerably smaller; in that country, 

the estimated standard error of a conditional forecast [If the price level three 

years into the future would be 0.7 47 = 2% percent. Parameter uncertainty 
would add something to this estimate, but not much, because tae parameters 

tend to be well determined and change comparatively little over periods that 
do not extend beyond a few years. 

Finally, Table 8 shows outcomes for the United States over the second 
half of the sample period. All summary statistics in TabIes 2-7 refer to a period 
that krrninares in 1378 IV, but in Y-Ye 8 I have continued the computations 
up to 19’8 I. The results show thai: the RPE algorithm is capable of tracking the 
actual p;ath of the United States price level quite well. There is no evidence of 

persistent runs of positive or negative forecast errors. 

During thie early seventies, exciting work wits done in the field of 

adaptive paramel:er estimation by Cooky, Prescott!, am9 others (see Swamy and 
0, for a recent review of this literature). Interest in adalptivt: esti- 

aticm v\laned :;omewhat in recent years for two reasons: first, t 

severe technical problems in implementing adaptive estima.tion, part 

all ” orl-:lin~! ” second, because the i~~~orta~t a vances in fonT\u- 

estimating rational expectaGons equilibrium model!s did not fit in 
e unsure of’ and have much. to lear 



1970. I 
II 
IJII 
IV 

.499 
a512 

4.520 
4533 

4.496 
4.516 
4.529 
4.535 

1971- I 4548 4.556 
II 4.561 4.570 
III 4370 4.588 
Iv 4.579 4.585 

1972- t 4.592 4J88 
II 4.599 4.607 
:III 4.608 4.608 
:rV 4.620 4.621 

lL973- I[ 4.634 4.633 
.llI 4.651 4.640 
MI 4.668 4.666 
Iv 4.688 4.680 

1974 - I 
II 
III 
1V 

1975 - I 
II 
Ii1 
w 

1976 = I 
II 
II1 
IV 

1977. I 

4.706 4.701 
4.730 4.730 
4.756 4,747 
4.784 4.777 

4.809 4.812 
4.822 4.840 
4.840 4.838 
4.858 4.849 

4.867 4.866 
4.876 4,873 
4.888 4.889 
4.903 4.900 

4.917 
4.934 

4.‘919 
4,930 
4,947 
4.359 

19789 4.9811 
4.993 
5.018; 

WA. - Quarterly Avemge Data For the Expected Levels 
Deflator 

of the 

4s4 
4515 
4.522 
4549 

4.535 
4.571 
4.580 
4.577 

4.583 
4.600 
4.611 
4.621 

4.625 
4.647 
4.666 
4.680 

4.716 
4.726 
4.751 
4.785 

4.819 
4.828 
4.828 
4.847 

4.861 
4.88 
4t.88 
4,903 

4.916 
41.93 1 

5.332 6.9 92 6.159 
5345 6.984 6.160 
5357 6.9 88 6.165 
5370 7.0 01 6.1’70 

5.389 6.9’87 6.160 
5.409 7.014 6.1181 
5.438 7.021 6.177 
5.448 7.031 6.173 

5.450 7.041 6.182 
5.479 7.054 6.197 
5.496 7.088 6.203 
5.517 7.098 6.206 

5.543 7.118 6.212 
5.563 7.1 J9 6.229 
5.570 7.141 6.241 
5.578 7.144 6.2,O 

5.589 7.152 6.267 
5.609 7.1 M 6.264 
5.613 7.137 6.277 
5.622 7,128 6.289 

5.635 7.110 6.296 
5.640 7.0811 6.292 
5.659 7.108 6.295 
5.6811 7.143 6.317 

5.684 7.149 6.336 
5.699 7.176 6353 
5.718 7.177 63154 
5.727 7.181 63161 

5.748 7.1190 
5.775 7.220 
5.792 7.2311 
5.808 7.249 

63 70 

--.-. > .- --_ -- 

lw hPpe lnpte 1 
L 

1ruy; 1nc; 
(GNP ‘state ‘observation 

deflator) 
(GNE’- 

equation’ equation’ 1m 1972 doliartp) 



(GNP 
deflat~x) 

‘state 
eqwtion’ 

(GNP- 
1972 dollars) 

1nc; 

198O- 1 
11 
w 
lv 

1981-l 
ll 

5.l.43 5.139 5.134 5.980 7313 6.485 
5.166 5.162 5.164 5.997 7321 6.499 
S.lN& 5.183 S.19rIi 5.973 738s 6502 
5.214 5.218 5.2lfi 6.032 7300 6b!504 

5337 5.241 5.22:’ 6.061 7311 6910 
5.253 5.249 5.260 6.061 7.336 6334 
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OO~X Weiss, and Anderson 
t produces ” on-line ” es tirn ates 

of both parametefs d state variables without the conver,gence problems that 
lman filtering. Furthermore, the work of 

Bnmner, Cukieman, and Meftzer hits rightly stressed the enormous importance 

of the tmsitory,/perm nent confusion and the >eed for agents to wcome 
familiar with changes in the relative importance of transitory and pefnmment 

sh~ks. Rx these two reasons f opted to neglect the cross-equation restrictions 
and investigated the potential of adaptive t&nation for a simple problem in 
monetary economics (se6 Sargent, 1981; ansen and &Sargent, 1980; Turner 
Md Whiteman, 1981; the importance of cross-equation restrictions and their 
alpparently unavoidable neglect in a learning context? 

The results in section IV of the paper show that univariate expectations 
of future levels of money and output must take into account that the relative 
weights of permanent and transitory shocks change continually. A static past 
lcturing which the laws of motion of such variables did not change, and which 
would provide, therefore, a solid basis for .analysls of future changes in these 
laws of motion simply does not exist. WC may be iable to roll back our theoreti- 
cal models tcj the levels where parameters of technologies and preferences remain 
invariant, but the world does not oblige by offering an historical base period 
during which the constraints also remained constant. The world changes all the 

time; if we do not learn, we are lost. 
Recursive and adaptive estimation of a simple three-equation modlel in 

section V shows that the RPE method is capable of producing well-behaved 
estimates of both the model parameters and the unobse:rvable state variables. 

It follows that it is no longer necessary tu regard each (and every unpredicted 
shift in the demand for money as prima facie evidence of the impossibility of 
computing price level paths that correspond to medium-term targets for money 
growth. The relationship between monetary actions and the price level is p=- 
&table and can incorporate rational learning about recent shifts in the demand 
for money. With recur&e! and adaptive iestimation of the link between money 

and prices, it becomes fl:asier to impl,ement “rules rather than discretion” (see 

Kydland and Prescott, 1977, who suggest that no chang,es in monetary YOliCY 

be executed u;ltil after a two-year waiting period). With that perspective in 
.mind, the EsuBts of the paper indicate that Kal*man filter methods can be PI’@ 

fitably put to wo.rk on the two major problems whit runner mentions 

as ~redon~in~~tly confronting onetary polic 

ring to a monetary strategy; and the reliable interpretation 

runne:, 198 1). 
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The data for this study have been t from Den Butter ar d Fase 

I 198 I), apart from the U.S. data that were dly provided by the Federal 

Reserve Bank of St, Louis. The series from the money stock consists of quarterly 
averages of manthly R42 data, apart from Italy where Den Butter and Fase used 

end-of-quarter figure:s, an the United States where aa 1 is used. y refers to real 

g.n.p. apart from Itally and France, where Den Btitter and Fase work with data 

on g.d.p. Den Butter and Fase employ seasonal dummy variables in their esti- 
mation of the demand-for-money function ; I have used the ” fixed-mu1 tiplicative ” 

o descasonalize the money data so that the least possible damage is 
done to the underlying time series structure of the money supply process. All 
the real gn .p. or g.d.p, data are seasonally adjusted ire the original sources. 

etails about three minor correctionls to the data follow: 

1 h _=‘a llave made one change in the real output series for the Netherlands. 
The value which Den Butter andi Fase give for <the first quarter of 1970 
differs considerably I’rom that given by the Central Planning Bureau 
KPB), an agency of the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs. Both 
Ges consist of estimates only, since no official quarterly national 
accounts data exist for the Netherlands. A.s the estimate by the Dutch 
Central Bank for 1990 used by Den Butter and Fase appears implausi- 
ble, I have fsubstituted the CPB estimate for real g.n.p. in that quarter. 
Den Butter alld Fase and I have correcteti a discontinuity in the money 

) clata for Belgium in 1969. 

ally, I have presumed that agents were aware at the time of the 
exceptional nature of the negative shock to real output in France 
during the second quarter of 1968. In order to avoid letting this ex- 

ceptional event ur duly influence the expectations regarding real output 
in France, I have replaced the value for 1968 11 by a straight inter- 
polation of the vs,lues for 1968 I and 1968 111:. The Multi-State-Kalman 

ter lmethod has beer. applied to the French output series after cor- 
tio 


